
A question of time 

On panels with a lot of engraved lettering I notice that the 
time required to burn the panel can sometimes run into 
hours.

I have seen on the internet a method of refocusing the laser
to give a wider kerf and decreasing the line spacing when
engraving. 
I like the crisp line detail when cutting with a kerf of .2mm 
so I experimented with engraving with lines.
To compare both methods I set the parameters for both 
engraving and cutting to be the same.

EG. for cutting- 20mm per sec @ 60% power 1 pass
       For engraving  20mm per sec .2 line spacing 
      45 degree angle and 1 pass
(My kerf is .2mm wide)

Lightburn

In lightburn I used a script font to measure the varying 
widths within each letter. At 20 mm high the widest width
was 3mm. That meant that to completely burn the 3mm 
widest section of the letter I would need 7 lines spaced at
 .2mm apart.

Selecting the font in wireframe mode I used the offset
shapes tool ,set to
      .22 offset
      inward
      corner
      select resulting objects

I repeated this setting 7 times and the resulting text was as 
below

     
 

Using the DISPLAY function it estimated that to line 
engrave this text would take 45 secs

Using the same text and font , but set to fill, the resulting
 time was estimated to be  1min 50 secs

This is a saving on this one word only of 65 sec, or 40%
Over a large text file the saving in time would be 
considerable.

I would be interested in hearing from anyone who has
 tried this method with their  resullts and thoughts on
engraving this way

Note: I try for a true black engraving that is sharp ,
not to deep and easy to clean up

 john 
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